MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 21
Series of 1985

Effective immediately, and, in pursuance of the POEA Governing Board decision, a job order covering group hirings of female household workers (cooks, domestics, babysitters, tutors, etc.) to Kuwait, shall be approved only if said job order has the favorable endorsement of the Philippine Embassy in Kuwait and provided that the minimum monthly salary of US$250 is adhered to.

Previously approved job orders covering the above skills may be implemented provided that after August 31, 1985, only contracts meeting the new minimum salary shall be accepted for processing.

Individual employment contracts submitted by a worker to the Government Placement Department or by the agency to the Accreditation Department as namehires are likewise covered by this Circular. As such, said employment contracts shall be accepted and processed only if the same are authenticated by the Philippine Embassy in Kuwait.

For compliance.

CRESCENCIO M. SIDDAYAO
Officer-in-Charge